An error budget is a commonly used tool in design of complex aerospace systems. It represents system performance requirements in terms of allowable errors and flows these down through a hierarchical structure to lower assemblies and components. The requirements may simply be "allocated" based upon heuristics or experience, or they may be designed through use of physics-based models. This paper presents a basis for developing an error budget for models of the system, as opposed to the system itself. The need for model error budgets arises when system models are a principle design agent as is increasingly more common for poorly testable high performance space systems.
The modelers can invest the given resources in many areas such as finer meshes, higher precision algorithms, or smaller time steps. An error budget could be an investment guide, directing effort to portions of the model with high error budget impact, as well as providing error partitioning to assure that the goal is achieved.
The fields of stochastic analysis, sensitivity analysis and optimization have made significant progress. This paper isn't about those areas, per se, but rather their application to a larger problem. Large multidisciplinary models, as are common in design of controlled optical systems, are expensive to build and verify. Project leaders have difficulty knowing which part of the model, which discipline or which verification test will prove to be the critical link in the results chain. Similarly, if the modeling activity has a precision requirement, it can be difficult to know which mesh, which load or which material property is most important. Clearly, we have to tools to answer these questions individually. This paper puts this into a framework for organizing the choices, identifying weights and priorities, and providing a sound basis for investment decisions. When enough money is available to only tackle the top two or three driving issues, such a decision strategy is essential.
II. Background
This paper addresses a multidisciplinary problem in high performance space-borne optical systems. The analytical process is straight forward, but expensive, and has been characterized as a "bucket brigade." 1, 2 It is expected to be the analytical basis for design approval of a system too large to adequately test before flight. Significant concern exists over the sensitivity of results to unknown material parameters as well as poorly understood physics of mechanical systems in 0g. These are not phenomenologically complex systems, such as ballistics penetration, 14,15 denotation of high explosives due to impact, 17 or a weapon system in a fire where the issue is probability of Loss of Assured Safety. 19 Sensitivity factors are the essence of selecting weights in an informed error budget. Optimization activities have invested heavily in analytical derivatives in these equations for a number of years.
Analysis of stochastic or uncertain systems is a related area which has undergone significant transformation in recent years. While the modeling methods here are deterministic, these techniques can be used to predict the range of results given variations of parameters such as a material property. In themselves, these methods provide little help at this point in determining the structure of an error budget or the appropriate weights.
Sensitivity of fields (eg displacements, stresses, or temperatures) is used in various applications including optimization and uncertainty propagation. Loeven, etal, use sensitivity analysis in fluid-structure interactions and report the use of sensitivity analysis in flow problems. 10 Common methods for computing the sensitivities are, among others, finite differencing, the complex step method, automatic differentiation, and the continuous sensitivity equation approach. HCB: look up references from AIAA short course, or use the ones from ref 10 .
In large, multidisciplinary problems such as this, many factors are dependent upon the size of the mesh. Most notable is the trade between solution accuracy and solution time, but there is also significant cost in building the meshes and moving dense solutions between discipline domains. Provided the coarsest mesh is in the asymptotic regime of convergence where the truncation error dominates the overall numerical error, multiple approaches exist to verify the rate of convergence in successively refined meshes and estimate an extrapolation of the continuous solution. 4, 9 The Grid Convergence Index was developed by Roache to provide a standardized metric that is independent of the order of the numerical method and refinement strategy. 7, 8 There are a modest number of physical properties in complex systems that have both a significant impact on performance and have uncertain or spatially varying values. Even when characteristic data about the property is available, incorporation into the numerical analysis can lead to costly, large and complex models and significantly extended solution times. Ghanem, et al, have established a multiple part method to generate spatially varying material property decks to model epoxy foam. 6 They use stochastic spatial interpolation to handle imprecise and spatially scarce information to provide "an indication as to the suitability of the experimental effort and its sufficiency towards a validation exercise." Sarkar and Ghanem similarly use Polynomial Chaos expansion, concepts of matrix calculus and the Kronecker products to develop the sensitivity of stochastic model outputs to the random scatter in stochastic input parameters. 18 Uncertainty in the system may be broadly divided into two categories. 11, 19 The first type is due to the inherent variability in the system parameters and is often referred to as aleatoric uncertainty. The second type of uncertainty is due to the lack of knowledge regarding a system, often referred to as epistemic uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty does not directly depend on system parameters and is often modeled using a non-parametric approach. Adhikari has shown how to characterize system dynamic frequency response functions using Random Matrix Theory. 11 Under simple realistic constraints, the probability density function of the system dynamics matrix and its inverse are known to be readily computed via Wishart random matrices. In an example problem of a cantilever plate whose finite element model had 429 degrees of freedom, Adhikari characterized the only uncertainty information as a percentage of the mass matrix and obtained good agreement to a higher fidelity Monte Carlo simulation. The closed form expressions for the system matrix inverse provide an important simplification of the analysis.
Test data has been used quite successfully to estimate system parameters as well as to provide update or corrective information to improve models. Fraccone, et al, demonstrate a method to identify faulty sensors in a test apparatus, as well as extrapolation techniques to fill in for a spatially sparse sensor field. 5 Their goal is to develop a statistically rigorous procedure for incorporation of experimental information into the system model.
It is common with exotic materials or regular materials under extreme temperatures to have poorly defined material properties. Huyse etal show how to incorporate rough interval data and expert opinion so that the potential gain from additional measurements can be assessed. 12 Of course, the goal of a verification and validation program is to establish confidence, or credibility, in model predictions through the logical combination of focused laboratory experimentation, hierarchical model building, and uncertainty quantification. 13 Such a priori planning needs to reflect the important interaction between the modeler and the experimenter that must occur to ensure that the measured data is needed, relevant and accurate. 14, 15 Each of these addresses a relevant area of the current problem. They provide sophisticated techniques to quantify several needed aspects. The current work focuses, instead, on the higher level structure of the integrated error budget. With this understood, in time, individual components can be refined through such techniques.
III. Integrated Modeling
Integrated system models predict performance in mission relevant terms. Optical systems might have metrics such as wavefront error, wavefront tilt, and optical path difference (OPD). These metrics might be perturbed by structural dynamics, controller errors, or thermal distortions of the support structure. A typical integrated modeling flow for thermally induced deformation of optical structures is depicted in Fig. 1 
Figure 1. Integrated Modeling Process
This integrated, multidisciplinary analysis is driven by temperatures that represent the in-space operational conditions during a maneuver. The temperatures computed in the thermal problem are mapped from the thermal grid to the structural grid and then applied as thermal strains to the structural model. The mirror face distortions are exported and the optical metrics are computed in stand alone optical design tools.
The integrated modeling problem of Lindensmith, et. al. 3 and Briggs, et. al. 2 is summarized in the following and will be used as the example problem in later sections.
The CAD geometry was used to ensure that the thermal, structures, and optical models would all be based on a common solid model and that all models would occupy the same positions in space. Fig. 2 , Test Chamber Models in Teamcenter Engineering, shows the design CAD models that were the basis for the analysis.
The thermal model is very complex and is designed to resolve temperature spatial gradient changes over time. It has an optimized mesh density on the mirror and closely matched geometry and part mass. Outer MLI layer elements are explicitly modeled including MLI cutouts for monopods and actuators. The fine scale thermal model had 13,500 radiation elements and 23,800 mass and conduction elements. The thermal model is shown in Fig. 3 and an exploded view of the siderostat (SID) thermal model is in Fig. 4 . The facility thermal model, shown in Fig. 5 , is a simplified model used for design of the test program procedures. The facility model geometry is very simplified compared to the fine model and does not contain siderostat monopod, thermal can bipod geometry, or actuators, using thermal links instead.
Figure 2. Test Chamber Models in Teamcenter Engineering

Figure 3. Fine Scale Thermal Model
The structural models were developed from the hardware CAD models and were designed to map temperatures from the thermal models. Fig. 6 shows the structural model developed for the SID. This model has 47,000 elements and 168,000 nodes. The actuator mechanisms were modeled as elastic beams.
The model also contained the bipod supports which in turn were connected with rigid elements to a ground point.
The optical models used the system optical prescription to evaluate the OPD metric under small perturbations to the positions and orientations of the optical elements. The optical layout is illustrated in Fig. 7 . The optical models used in this integrated analysis were based upon geometric optics assumptions and were typically expressed as sensitivities to be multiplied by the displacements of the structural solution. The mission optical metric modeled in the tests and analyses was the path length difference between the science light path reflecting off of the siderostat mirror and the internal metrology light path which hits the Double Corner Cube (DCC) in the middle of the mirror. 
IV. Error Sources In Models
Large, complex, multi-disciplinary models contain many components and their utilization requires many steps. Clearly, errors could be present in each. Several structural analysis error sources are listed in Table 1 , while similar error sources for thermal modeling are listed in Table 2 These will be discussed briefly in the following. Other potential sources of error include the numerical solution tolerance, precision of the routines, and error in manual data manipulation. The discussion illustrates a few of these with the goal of shedding light on the modelers' investment concerns.
The mirrors are mounted on bipods with cross-blade flexures integrally machined into both ends. Although these supports are designed to exert minimal bending loads on the mirror, the residual moments cause measurable deformation at these precisions. The majority of the support was modeled with volume elements while the thin blades were modeled as bending plates. In contrast, the bond layer between the mirror and the bipods was modeled with a thin layer of volume elements to capture thermal expansion, after a short study of the meshing effects. These are both examples that trade off degrees of freedom for simplification.
In thermal modeling, prior technology development studies had demonstrated that temporal thermal results depended significantly on capturing better than 99% of the thermal volume in the mirrors. This led to high density thermal conduction meshes. Similarly, since the primary heat transfer mechanism is radiative transport, the radiation view factors needed to be captured better than 99%. This led to unprecedented high density meshes on much of the mirror surfaces.
Mirror performance was known from earlier technology studies to be very sensitivity to the coefficient of thermal
This multidisciplinary model includes different meshes for structural deformation, temperature and the optical wavefront. The interpolation of the temperature field into the structural grid was studied carefully. The computations were scrubbed of single precision steps, a dense thermal grid was used, and all manual transfer and formatting steps were scrutinized. Two optical grids were used. A coarse grid that matched the path length sensor spots was used for the geometric optics model and a large 1024x1024 grid was used for the Fourier optics diffraction model. Both used the structural model surface normal displacement interpolated in the structural grid.
The total size of the models was known to be a limitation on the solution accuracy, solution wall clock time and the manual processing of the data sets between models. The most limiting of these was the thermal solution time and the conversion of the temperatures to structural loads. The thermal model was expected to be challenging and the largest known by a substantial margin. This constrained the model fidelity in terms of spatial mesh and time step size. A simplified facility thermal model was used to guide construction of the thermal shrouds and to estimate key radiation properties based on facility check out runs.
V. An Allocated Error Budget
An initial budget might consider error sources to be equally weighted producing an error budget such as Fig. 8 .
Figure 8. Equally Weighted Error Allocation
In this case, the allowed error is equally allocated between analysis and the experiment and, within the analysis, the error is equally allocated to each of the discipline analysis steps.
The requirement is formulated as a difference between the experimental measurement and the analytical result, without any means to apply the experimental uncertainty. The experiment setup provided only a small set of 
Requirement
Legend precision temperature sensors and no deformation sensors. The optical path measurement was very noisy because of the extremely low deformation levels and extensive time averaging required. In practice, the thermal excitation had to be raised above mission requirements to achieve usable measurements.
21, 3
The error allocation in Fig. 8 presumes the goal of estimating the actual system performance, with balanced inputs from two estimates. Better insight might be available by plotting both the analysis and the experimental results versus time, along with their error bars. 20 As illustrated in the discussion above concerning error sources, there are many potential sources in each discipline's model. Many of them are independent of factors in other disciplines. The fourth allocation in Fig. 8 reflects the mapping or interpolation of temperature results in the thermal grid to the loads in the structural grid. In comparison, the lower weight is justified based on the much simpler and better understood process.
This error allocation provides little concrete guidance to investment in any of the disciplines, beyond they each appear to be equally challenging. Other than a brief study of the bond pads, the structural team proceeded to build a high quality model, likely capable of picometer thermal distortions, within the given staffing and calendar time. The thermal team, guided by the opportunity to use early temperature measurements, calibrated parameters with the facility model and then constructed a fine-scale model that was limited by solution time.
This error allocation scheme proved to be entirely unacceptable to guiding decisions because the numerical relationships between the discipline models are well known. There is great intuitive understanding that an error in a driving temperature causes a certain amount of deformation and therefore a certain amount of OPD error.
Any reasonable error budget must be informed by the physical processes to reflect the cascading effects.
VI. A Physics-Based Error Budget
For integrated modeling, the error budget can reflect the sequence of discipline solutions in the budget structure. See Fig. 9 where, starting from the bottom, the operational scenario drives the thermal problem which contributes to the structural problem, etc. In this figure, the branch weights have not been assigned and would be based on sensitivity studies for a particular problem.
There are several the difficult issues associated with this error budget form despite its logical appeal. The following illustrates simple techniques to formulate relevant branch weights before tackling the bigger problem of formulating a single integrated budget.
A significant concern from the beginning was that the extreme precision required would drive the mesh densities up too high to be affordable to make and compute with. To explore the impact of mesh density on computed results simple numerical trials were conducted. The mirror plays the central role in system performance here. It drives the first order optical wave front metric via reflection off its front face. The distortion of the reflective face is driven by thermal expansion and through-the-thickness temperature gradients were known from early technology experiments to be the primary driver. The as-designed temperature field is to be very nearly uniform, with low wave number spatial variations. . A Physics-Based Error Budget For the following explorations, the large system assembly was culled down to just the mirror in the structural model. A reduced but representative thermal problem used just the mirror surrounded by its local heater can and the far field cold walls.
The mirror face deformations were studied as a function of mesh density by solving a uniform 10C temperature rise on 3 progressively finer meshes. The first mesh was the coarsest that could be tolerated in a model that might result from the larger system assembly and the finest mesh was expected to be the limit of computational affordability in a large system model. The change between the two finest meshes might be taken as a sensitivity coefficient representing change in solution quality with mesh refinement. With these three mesh samples, the solution appears to be converging. Mesh convergence algorithms 7, 8 could possibly shed light on remaining accuracy achievable with more mesh, but the finest mesh is nearly all that is computationally affordable without further trades. The error budget would have to cover this if the mesh density could not be increased. For example, other elements of the budget and sensitivity tree relate a distortion increment to a wavefront error and ultimately a portion of the requirement error. If the meshrelated errors don't significantly drive the front face average normal displacement, the OPD won't be strongly impacted. Mesh-related errors in other spatial components of the face, and therefore wavefront, distortion don't as strongly impact the OPD metric. This is a characteristic of interferometers and might not be the case for imaging systems.
Face
Beyond mesh effects, the engineering understanding that spatially varying temperatures distorted the mirror needed to be grounded both to guide the design and to guide the simulation investment. The mirror distortion was studied under 3 additional temperature fields depicting linear variation in each individual coordinate direction. These, along with the uniform temperature, represent the first four components of a spatial decomposition of an arbitrary smoothly varying applied temperature field. This information provides some clarity to the thermal modeling team concerning the resolution required on their computed temperature field and therefore their thermal mesh. In addition, these numerical trials provide cross discipline sensitivities that are at the core of the physics based error budget.
Entire
The mirror face distortions can be decomposed into Zernicke polynomials, formulated in a cylindrical coordinate system centered in the mirror face. These are commonly used for wavefront quality metrics. These coefficients are sensitivities of the optical metric to a spatial displacement pattern. For example, uniform normal displacement of the mirror face drives the piston optical metric while the lateral linear components drive tip and tilt. The uniform and linear temperature fields above produce these optical components. Cupping or curvature of the face drives optical power. A through-the-thickness temperature field, such as the linear-in-Z example above, was known to drive this component strongly. In the thermal analyses, the mirror mesh density impacts the computed temperature field in several ways. The mirror heat balance is almost totally driven by radiation, but good assessment of conduction inside the mirror is needed to get accurate temperature across the mirror face (which drives optical distortion) and through the mirror thickness (which drives face curvature). Since the actual temperature fields are very smooth, spatially and temporally, the mesh density requirement is to capture local geometry primarily for thermal capacity. In addition, the standard practice is to use the same mesh density for radiation elements and the unprecedented accuracy requirement of 99+% capture of view factors leads to a very dense mesh.
Component
From initial thermal balance studies, the relative importance of the far field temperatures was well understood. It was unclear however how much of the finer details, primarily in spatial variation, of the mirror's radiation context would be manifest in the mirror's temperature distributions. The cold plates of the far field walls were known to be non-uniform but is wasn't clear how this would show up in the face distortions and the wavefront. Similarly, the mirror heater can was actively controlled and, because of its close thermal coupling to all sides of the mirror except the face, it was very effective in maintaining a uniform heat load. It wasn't clear, however, how the temporal deviations in the heater power controller would be manifested in the temporal components of the wavefront error. By the end of the test program, an intensive investigation into the contributions of the mirror coefficient of thermal expansion to the error led to an understanding of the spatial variation in the mirror blank. After coupon tests and model fitting efforts, a complex layered and asymmetric distribution of this critical material property was used. Prior to the testing, however, all that was known was that the face distortions were very sensitive to this parameter. Simple numerical tests such as shown in Table 6 above could have established a sensitivity for use in budgeting.
Minus
In the face of the above factors, a composite error budget is required. One branch would reflect the physics impacts as shown above. Another branch must allocate error terms to such numerical elements as mesh density and field representations. This directly exposes the sensitivities needed for budgeting work. Clearly the temperature fields, or more relevant to an error budget, the temperature field errors, contribute to deformation errors. This sensitivity coefficient is based on the maximum face normal displacement produced by the linear-in-Z temperature field. The figure shows mesh errors, such as those discussed above resulting from a coarse mesh, and material property errors. The mesh error has been allocated 10 pm, where the mesh studies suggest the finest mesh above has on the order of 9 pm error in it. The coefficient of thermal expansion, alpha, receives the majority of the 42 pm total budget, but it is so sensitive that the required error of less than 1% is unlikely to be met. Other sources of error, not discussed, include approximations in the modeling of the mirror support struts which can cause rigid body motion errors. 
Figure 11. A Candidate Composite Error Budget
The composite error budget then looks like Fig. 11 above. Each tree level represents a sequential discipline in the "bucket brigade" reflecting the engineering understanding of the physics. The error allocations in that level are in units of the discipline. These are combined to drive the next level in RSS and multiplied by the sensitivity.
For example, at the structural modeling level, the errors in the prior temperature solution reflect contributions from the thermal problem inputs (heat loads) as well as the thermal modeling error expressed in terms of error in the temperature. This RSS temperature error is represented at the structural level as a distortion error through a sensitivity such as developed in the earlier discussions.
VII. Discussion
Although this composite budget invokes the underlying physics, it has substantial simplifications and judgments. To a good extent, this is a fair criticism of many error budgets which are often more "allocation" than "cause and effect." A balanced view sees such a budget as a tool to guide subsequent imperfect efforts and balance choices toward the optimal.
Although many elements of this composite error budget look reasonable, the tight tolerance on the coefficient of thermal expansion cannot be achieved. Relief should be sought first in better fitting the sensitivity coefficient to the circumstance. The example used the average face displacement to a uniform temperature increase, but the linear-in-Z temperature field would be more appropriate. Still, this tight allocation might warrant early investigation into the material behavior. This would have given the project a significant advantage over finding it later when analyzing discrepancies with the measurements.
The example problem is reasonably complex. It involves several analytical and experimental engineering disciplines and an intricate and high precision product assembly. In some high-value project contexts, a substantially more elaborate tree might be warranted. The flight system has as many as ten such complex assemblies and each has a different impact on the optical performance. Other modeling aspects not discussed here, such as thermal controllers and maneuver models, might be explicitly represented.
VIII. Guiding the Investment
The error budget and weights are needed before the analysis models are built so that they can guide the investment in targeted portions of the model. Methods that are independent of the particular model and application are needed for this. Other methods, such as numerical derivatives, utilize an existing or similar working model and are useful in later stages of model application.
New rigor in model development and verification in support of flight systems will need this capability. 22 Hardware development processes that call for a model development and management plan will expect such a rational basis for allocating funding and schedule resources to building the model. The error budget will also be an essential guide to experimental validation testing. Model components with high sensitivities or high budget weights are prime candidates for early risk reduction testing. As a particular discipline team begins its assignment, representative but compact exploratory models might be constructed to test the assigned allocation and explore the modeling problem statement. Given fixed, limited and shared budget resources, the team needs to balance simplification and approximation against the breadth, quantity and volume of the modeling. By analogy to performance error budget rebalancing, a team that unexpectedly finds a high investment, sensitive area could request either a re-allocation to their branch or additional resources in relief. In the example problem here, the thermal coefficient of expansion in the mirror was such an unexpected case.
IX. Conclusion
Like any design activity, developing a modeling error budget will be iterative. Some notions of relative importance are needed before work starts and before a set of models is in hand. A simple allocated budget might suffice. Obvious critical, or poorly understood, areas might be explored with initial models. In the end, the budget will reflect the relative emphasis applied to completed work. A multidisciplinary model, such as this, is a complex entity and, while the laws of physics are clearly present, much of the cause and effect are obscured.
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